Top 5 WMS benefits
explained
Warehouse Management System (WMS) is a software solution that allows complete
control over all warehousing processes and accurate insight into the state of the
inventory, from the moment the goods enter to the moment they exit the warehouse.
In this simple infographic we'll briefly explain top 5 benefits you get after implementing
the WMS system.
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Lower operational costs
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Improved employee productivity
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Real-time inventory tracking
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Process automatization and
integration with 3rd party solutions

WMS system makes optimal use of storage space,
depending on the type of goods, their turnover and the
way they enter and exit the warehouse (FIFO; FEFO; LIFO),
in order to keep storage costs as low as possible. At the
same time, warehouse workers operate faster and wit less
errors, and the warehouse manager has detailed insight
into their productivity which results in lower costs.
The mobile app navigates warehouse staff to work by
pre-defined logic, leaving them no space for errors, and
at the same time through analytics, it gives the
warehouse manager a better insight into their
productivity. Not to mention way faster staff onboarding,
from usual 3 months to less than 2 weeks, all thanks to
the intuitive app.

Each product that enters the warehouse has a unique
barcode or serial number based on which you always
know where it is located and in which quantities. This
gives you an insight into the movement of goods and
allows you to notice patterns in the required quantities of
goods depending on your sales volumes.
Most of your processes in the warehouse are going to be
faster and leaner, all thanks to barcode scanning of items
and automated documents exchange. When you integrate
your ERP system with WMS, all paper documentation is
gone and you save your precious time usually spent on
administration and manual work.
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Floor space optimization

One of the key WMS benefits is the warehouse space
optimization. The software has the ability to analyze
workers’, machines’, and goods’ movement on the
warehouse floor. Once you implement WMS, you can
make an ideal scheme for optimal usage of floor space to
the exact parameters of your warehouse needs. That way,
your goods are staying in the warehouse not a minute
longer than they should.

Servis24 WMS

The only WMS solution you'll ever need to fully control all your
warehouse operations.
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